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Summary of Modifications to SMART in Version 13.8.2 (June 2012 Release) 

Release Date June 29, 2012 

This table summarizes the major changes for users in SMART Version 13.8.2. 

Several modules change in the new version to provide greater functionality to the user, as summarized below. 

Module Affected Description 

Encounters The text “Release these Notes?” on page two of the Encounter (Encounter Note) was replaced with 

a more accurate description “Consent Written Notes?”  If “No” is selected, the written notes will 

not be shared to other agencies even if there is a consent in place to share Encounters.  If “Yes” is 

selected, the written notes will be shared to other agencies if consent is in place to share 

Encounters. 

Error Messages on Yellow 

Screen 

Changes were made to the Yellow Error Screen to be more user-friendly.  Users can click on the 

“Click Here for More Info” hyperlink if they wish more information upon receipt of a yellow 

screen. 

Alerts Many changes made to list and profile screens to better support implementation of the care level 

filter on various alerts. 

Treatment Plan Now, when a user prints the Treatment Plan, staff members who were removed from the Treatment 

Team no longer appear on the printout. 

Support Ticket Profile Screen Support Ticket: Several new fields and functionalities have been added to the Support Ticket 

Profile screen. These new fields and functionalities are:  

- Added a new drop-down field called “Support Ticket Type.” 

- Added “End User” field.  

- Added “Contact Email” field that pulls from the Staff Profile, but allows field to be updated. Each 

time a Support Ticket item status changes an email will be sent to the contact person. 

- Added a new status: “Active” when the Resolution is initiated. 

- Added the ability to “Re-Open” a Support Ticket. 

- Added a new “Confirmed Resolution box” that will display the time and date stamp of the person 

who confirmed the resolution. 
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*Note: this is part of a larger effort that will be finished in the July Release. 

Support Ticket Search and 

List and Export 

Support Ticket: The original implementation of "Support Ticket" was to report and track bugs and 

other errors in WITS. That original functionality was limited to reporting and tracking only 

information specific to bugs or errors. In order to enhance that original functionality, the following 

were done:  

 

Support Ticket Search Screen: Two additional search filters, “End User” and “Support Ticket 

Type" were added. 

Support Ticket List/Export:  Two additional columns were added for "End User" and "Support 

Ticket Type". 

 

*Note: this is part of a larger effort that will be finished in the July Release. 

Add Three Roles for Support 

Ticket 

System Access: The Support Ticket role has been renamed to Support Ticket Administrator 

(Agency) role; there is no change to the functionality. In addition, three new roles have been added: 

Support Ticket User (Agency) role, Support Ticket User (Cross-Agency) role and Support Ticket 

Administrator (Cross-agency) role.  For users assigned the Support Ticket Administrator (Cross-

Agency) role, the support ticket notification indicator on the Staff Account screen has been 

enabled, so that this user may also receive emails when they submit a support ticket. Please note; 

the last three roles have not yet been applied to the screens; they have just been added as roles. The 

functionality belonging to these roles will be added in the July release. 

Treatment Discharge Added a business rule that if a client is enrolled in a TEDS program enrollment, the client will not 

be allowed to be discharged until there is a TEDS disenrollment completed. 

Headers in SMART Relabeled "Print Report" button and "Print View" button in header to "Generate Report" and 

"Printable View". 

ECourt Admission A problem solving court admission may now be deleted. "ECourt Full Access" role can perform 

this action (this is the role required to access/edit ECourt, so there is no special role that is needed 

to perform this action). 
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Payor Adjudication Batch List The Payor Adjudication Batch ID has been added as a search filter on the Payor Adjudication 

Batch screen. 

Invoice Extraction The field length bug that was displaying only first 4 numbers of payor adjudication batch has been 

fixed. 

Drug Testing Results Search 

Screen 

The bug that was excluding the end date in the result when querying for a date range has been 

fixed. The date range was automatically pre-populating to a 1 month date range with an end date of 

the current day's date. If the user entered a drug test with the current day's date and hit "go", the 

drug test result would not be returned.  Users had to enter one day into the future in the search 

criteria to see results for the end date. 

Some changes affect only DJS and the modules it uses. 

DJS Reassessments The Reassessment now has its own activity name (DJS Needs Reassessment) and appears 

separately from the assessment on the consented activity list. 

Silverlight Modules Silverlight modules were modified to load more quickly.  Also, if a user is reaching the time where 

his session might time out, he will be warned that the session is about to expire and asked if he 

would like to keep the session alive. 

DJS Treatment Service Plan The arrows now operate correctly to allow a user to page through the TSP. 

 

 

 

 


